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After years of peace time.
A mysterious army of MORONS came with the ambition 5d3b920ae0
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It's terrible. Another Evlavv studios dumpster fire. All it is, is a failure to even use barrowed assets. It's flat, storyless and
sickening to look at. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2ACILwMUS8&feature=youtu.be. Look this game took me about 15
minutes to beat, and it can be done in far less time if you actually know what you're doing. It's not worth money at all in my
opinion. The combat is bare bones, you have 1 health point so you'll die in one hit, and 90% of the enemies I met were stuck in
place. Here's my gameplay video that shows all this: https://youtu.be/xS-061pezTo To the developer: If this is your first game or
something, I really am not trying to be mean. This game needs a lot of polish before I would consider it worth a price, but I'm
sure with enough work it could be a good game. The concept is fun, the game just needs polished to make it fun.. Zero effort.
Enemies one hit kill. Small, empty map with some guys stuck in it. Just.so awful. https://youtu.be/Oajxhs68ng.
https://youtu.be/kKBVm5-MOao I'm actually strruggling with an opinion on this. While this is a typical Game Guru style title,
and one of the worst looking ones I've seen so far, the simplicity of it actually has me wanting to play more. One to two hit
deaths with the goal of defeating eleven "intruders" feels like a genuine challenge. The problem is a lack of any real hit
detection sound making it difficult to tell if your strikes make contact or not. Everything about this game is just bad, uninspired,
and glitchy. Even the loading screen calls it out saying restart the game if it glitches (see video above). But, if you get it on sale
like I did ($0.49) the sting isn't too bad. If you like to hurt, enjoy a challenge, then full price honestly isn't that bad and I actually
do suggest this game unironically. If not, and you're not hardcore enough or e-swol (again, see video or Gym Simulator review
on here) then don't bother.
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